2 Day Kakadu Nov-April
HIGHLIGHTS:
We offer nature based, culturally active tours of the kakadu National Park with the emphasis
placed on 'hands-on' learning and fun! Our Kakadu tours are aimed at the adventure traveller
looking for an experience rather than just another sightseeing tour - we keep away from the
crowds.
★ Darwin ★ Gunlom Falls ★ Kakadu National Park ★ Motor Car Falls ★ Saltwater Crocodiles
★ Ubirr Rock

INCLUDES:
Included in this tour is a professional guide, travel in an air-conditioned minibus, all meals (as
listed on itineraries), two-hour private crocodile and wildlife cruise, camping equipment and
fees, reference books, pillow, drinking water (please provide your own bottle).
Duration:

2 days and 1 night

Departs:

Departing Mon, Wed and Sat - 7am

Arrives:

Return to Darwin approx. 6:30pm

Passengers:

9

Luggage:

Due to limited space on the vehicle please restrict luggage to a day
pack and one soft overnight bag/backpack (maximum 10kg).

Fitness:

Moderate

Dietary requests:

Some special diets are catered for, please advise on the booking form
eg:vegetarian

What to bring:

Torch, wide brimmed hat, sunscreen, insect repellent, water bottle
(1.5 litres), walking shoes/boots, sleeping bag (or can be hired for
$10), toiletries, swim wear, towel, camera, comfortable and casual
clothing for 2 days.

ITINERARY:
JUMPING CROC CRUISE
A morning boat cruise on the beautiful Adelaide River, teaming with birdlife, and of course our
infamous salt water crocodiles. A small group enables you to get up close and personal while
feeding these hungry monsters from the safety of the boat! An awesome way to start the day.
BARK HUT INN/CORROBOREE TAVERN
An outback tradition, here you have a chance to stock up on film, drink, snacks and meet some
of our local wildlife such as emu, buffalo and more!
CATHEDRAL TERMITE MOUNDS
Home to one of the longest living insects on earth, up to 100 years old these structures are
unique to the northern parts of Australia.
NOURLANGIE ROCK ARTSITE
20,000+ years of aboriginal art culture and history. We take you on a 1 km hike through this
sacred area learning about the dreamtime and mythology of the spiritual and sorcery art
together with spectacular views over the top of the Arnhemland escarpment.
NAWURLANDJA
The perfect spot to view spectacular lightning storms after a 600 metre climb to the top of the
lookout.
GUBARA (BORALBA SPRINGS) OR MOTORCAR FALLS
6km hike exploring the many caves systems and fresh water springs into monsoonal rainforest
and waterfalls. A great day spent hiking and swimming.
YUMIKMIK (MOTORCAR CREEK FALLS) AND KURRUNDIE CREEK FALLS
A full day hike through monsoonal rain forest will ensure the ultimate wet season experience.
Taking in Boulder Creek, Kurrundie Creek abounding wildlife and bushtucker. Swim in fresh
flowing waterfalls.

